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Summary 
 

The Blue Ribbon Movement hosted the 8th Edition of the South Asian Youth             
Conference from 13th to 17th December, 2018 at Retreat House in Bandra, Mumbai.  
  
The Conference saw 25 delegates from the South Asian countries Nepal, Afghanistan,            
Sri Lanka, Maldives and India. The selected Pakistani delegates could not make it due              
to visa issues. We had them over Skype for some time.  
 
The theme of SAYC 2018 was ‘Leadership for the Future’ of South Asia. There have               
been several developments in the field of leadership. How do we bring these to create a                
South Asia that the youth dream of? 
 
Clearly, the existing leadership models have failed us. They have only created more             
extremism and centralization. Our still-developing countries spend on wars and defense           
while millions experience hunger and malnutrition. We are preoccupied with what each            
of us is doing to the other country, rather than strengthening ourselves. This, we believe               
is a result of a myopic leadership.  
 
In SAYC 2018, we looked at the ways of achieving Peace and Non-violence through the               
strategy of building a new leadership. We are ready with 8 years of building a platform                
(of alumni, national leading organizations) to create something that will help in the             
transformation of the region.  
 
Over the 5 days, through workshops and sessions, we focused on developing a sharper              
understanding of the challenges we face as well as building the skills we need to               
respond to the crisis.  
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History of the South Asian Youth Conference Series 
 

South Asian Youth Conference (SAYC) was born when a group of South Asian youth 
came together at the 5th World Youth Congress in Turkey. They felt the deep 
connection of shared culture and history between them. But they also found several 
unresolved issues, incomplete conversations, and possibilities of partnership.  
 
Hence, the need for space where young leaders converge, discuss and collaborate led 
to Blue Ribbon Movement organizing the 1st conference in Bangalore 2011.  
  
SAYC has had 7 editions, every year from 2011 onwards. Starting with the first 
conference in Bangalore, SAYC has travelled to Islamabad (2012), Kathmandu (2013), 
Colombo (2015) and Kabul (2017). In the years in between we have had two online 
SAYC where local groups met and connected to each other virtually. This year it has 
come back to India and is hosted by Blue Ribbon Movement in Mumbai. Read more 
about past conference and partners at www.saycentral.org.  

 
The Homecoming 

 
Can there be a conference for the youth, by the youth and of the youth? Yes :) 
 
We believe that events supported by institutions like the government or large 
organizations have an innate limitation – the control and ownership of older people. 
While we appreciate the wisdom that comes from grown-ups, we long for an event that 
we can create, hold and run. 
 
SAYC 2018 aimd to be such a youth-led co-created space where we are not subject to 
schedules and sessions that we don’t enjoy, but rather create a truly vibrant space of 
action and engagement. 
 
We created an intensive space at SAYC where we could deeply reflect, learn and draw 
on the inspiration we need to create a different world. 
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The Learning Journey 
 
The SAYC design flowed through three distinct blocks: 
 
 
I] Understanding the nature of our crisis 
 
The first day we strengthened interpersonal bonds beginning from welcoming the 
delegates into the opening circle, creating a space for introductions, intention and 
expectation setting and laying down the group norms. The delegates were divided into 
‘Families’ (groups) with a diverse regional background to reflect on the day. The 
Families met once every day. 
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The second day we set context by holding a workshop on Understanding the Innate              
Nature of Crisis by Abhishek Thakore. An activity named Red and Black was played              
where the participants were brought face to face with their own leadership styles. They              
observed the choices they would make in the face of certain situations. This game was               
an eye-opener for them as they realised the natural human responses guide their             
decision making. 
 
 
This was followed by a session by our speaker Rajni Bakshi on An Imaginable Divide:               
Life before the nation-state. 
Rajni Bakshi shared the historical connections that South Asia held since the ages. The 
conversations deepened the understanding and transitioned into participants sharing 
about their initiatives. These initiatives were mapped with SDGs helping them see the 
link with the larger picture. 
 

 
 

About the speaker- Rajni Bakshi 

Rajni Bakshi is a Mumbai-based author. From 2013 to 2016 Rajni was the Gandhi              
Peace Fellow at Gateway House: Indian Council on Global Relations, a Mumbai based             
foreign policy think tank. She serves on the Boards of Child Rights and You (CRY),               
Citizens for Peace (CfP) and the Centre of Education and Documentation (CED). 

She is also a member of the Executive Committee of the Gandhi Smriti and Darshan               
Samiti, an autonomous body under the Ministry of Culture, Government of India.  
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II] Building Capacities for Peace 

 

The third day, Meenakshi Deo from Pravah - CYC facilitated the session, 5th Space:              
Bridging Divides. It was around creating 5th spaces that enable safe, deep, dialogue             
that lay the foundations for conflict resolutions. 
 

 
 
She opened the session with the statement "Violence is justified for the right cause."              
This statement was planted in the room as delegates were asked to break into two               
groups: the ones who agreed and the ones who disagreed with the above statement.              
This was followed by a discussion among the differing groups about the reasons behind              
their stands and the values on which those reasons stood. Through this activity, she              
helped the delegates derive that the lack of dialogue feeds conflict as we already              
approach other people with our set of assumptions. “Every human is an iceberg. We              
need to create safe spaces that nurture open dialogue, deep self-awareness, build            
deeper engagements that eventually lead to collective social action,” saying this           
Meenakshi closed her session. 
 
About the speaker- Meenakshi Bhanj Deo, CYC and Pravah 
 
Meenakshi Bhanj Deo worked as a HR manager in EXL Service Pvt ltd for 6 years where she                  
set up HR processes for all new businesses and acquisitions. In her quest for self discovery                
during her sabbatical, she accidentally bumped into Pravah, a leading NGO working on youth              
development. She spearheaded the setup of the Jaipur chapter as Pravah Jaipur initiative. She              
discovered her own passion of working with youth, and since then has been working as a                
psycho social support facilitator with Pravah. In her last role as Director projects she codesigned               
and co-facilitated projects like Prayas Sapna, Changelooms.  
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Akanksha Thakore did a session on Building an Emotional Vocabulary for Healthy            
Inter and Intra Personal Dialogue. The session opened with Akanksha reading ‘The            
Guesthouse’ a poem by Rumi. We explored where we stand with our emotions, labelling              
them, articulating what we’re experience and how that is important in intra and             
inter-personal communication. With effective communication, we can build empathy with          
oneself and the other as we are able to fully listen to them. Emotional vocabulary builds                
empathy which then acts as a bridge for conflict resolution. 
 

 
 

Someone from the group asked, “How can we take the journey of labelling these 
emotions?” To which Akanksha replied, “It’s not an easy journey. One has to keep going 
at it. One way is to build vocabulary using the Wheel of Emotions and begin by 
identifying our core emotion in the moment and the intensity of it. Try not to directly 
describe it but use a metaphor that would come close to what and how one is feeling. 
For example, one metaphor could be that I feel as if someone has put a 100 kgs of 
weight on my shoulders, and that would enable you to connect that metaphor to the 
feeling of being weighed down.” 
 
About the speaker 
 
Akanksha works with teachers, adolescents, and parents in schools. She also designs            
and consults foundations on large-scale education change projects and trains at           
corporate organizations. She has worked with diverse organizations such as Blue           
Ribbon Movement, Reliance Foundation, YES BANK, YES Foundation, RPG         
Foundation, FSG (on a project for UN Women), R.N. Podar School, and several others.              
She is a certified personal counsellor and holds an MBA from IIM, Ahmedabad. 

Her tryst with SAYC started as a founding team member in 2011 and 2012, helping 
organize and facilitate at the first two editions.  
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As part of the UNESCO MGIEP’s Kindness Campaign, we held a session called             
#KindnessMatters to highlight the need for acts of kindness for a peaceful South Asia.  

From the session, they went onto doing random acts of kindness in the streets of the                
city. It made the delegates push themselves to connect to a new place and its people.                
They took this challenge up to talk to the locals, play with street kids, talk to the                 
roadside vendors, clean the garbage and install garbage collection box. Some beautiful            
stories of connection emerged and some new understanding was built. The evening            
was spent in the city travelling and exploring as tourists. ‘Doing Acts of Kindness on               
streets of Mumbai, helped SAYC delegates to connect to the localities, understand the             
challenges of the metropolitan city and be a part of impacting their daily lives. Some               
gave tips on how to talk to children, some on earning better livelihood hoods and so on.                 
This enabled them to be part of the global movement of kindness and change in a                
completely new context and city’ - Kejal Savla, Convener, SAYC 2018. 
 

 
 

III] Responding Creatively 

 

The fourth day we looked at alternatives. It opened with a session by Ashish Kothari of                
Kalpavriksh talking about Eco-Swaraj: Towards a Radical Ecological Democracy.         
The presentation focused on alternative practices and visions emerging from the South            
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Asian context, and drew links with movements elsewhere. 

We delved into the etymology of concepts like development, economic growth,           
democracy and what their impact is in the contemporary times. He presented the             
dynamics of Alternatives and it means to adopt and implement them. Towards the end,              
he also pulled our focus towards relocating education/learning in the community and            
exploring the possibilities of eco-regional governance. 

  

 

About the speaker- Ashish Kothari, Kalpavriksh 

Founder-member of Indian environmental group Kalpavriksh, Ashish has taught at the           
Indian Institute of Public Administration, coordinated India’s National Biodiversity.         
Strategy and Action Plan process, served on Greenpeace International and India           
Boards, helped initiate the global ICCA Consortium, and chaired an IUCN network            
dealing with protected areas and communities. Ashish has (co)authored or (co)edited           
over 30 books, and helps coordinate the Vikalp Sangam and Radical Ecological            
Democracy processes insearch of alternative well-being pathways to globalized         
development. His latest books are Churning the Earth: Making of Global India (with             
Aseem Shrivastava) and Alternative Futures: India Unshackled (ed., with KJ Joy). 

 

Shreya Jani from STEP did a workshop called Imagining Peace: A Journey through             
Praxis sharing various frameworks on peace. These were ways of being imaginative            
with Peace Building work; some of them being Critical Yeast, J.P. Laderach’s Moral             
Imagination, Paradoxical Curiosity/Thinking. The delegates were asked to evaluate their          
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work in the context of these frameworks. 

“The session worked wonders for me as I could objectively evaluate my work using the               
frameworks, which I hadn’t done until now. I learn that there won’t be substantial impact               
if there isn’t a marriage between grassroots work and its contextual placement in the              
global scenario,” says Sumaia Akbari, our delegate from Afghanistan. 

  

About the speaker- Shreya Jani, Standing Together to Enable Peace Trust 

Shreya Jani is the Managing Trustee of Standing Together to Enable Peace Trust and              
also freelance trainer and project consultant. She recently spear-headed an interfaith           
project for the Foundation for Universal Responsibility of his holiness the Dalai Lama             
where by she travels to 5 South Asian countries and interacted with over 500 teenagers               
through workshops are discussions on universal ethics and secular values in South            
Asia. She has also organised multiple workshop exploring interfaith and intrafaith peace            
building in Kashmir Manipur and Delhi through STEP trust. 

Blue Ribbon Movement took a session on Reimagining Leadership. We discussed the            
various leadership styles and went over BRM’s own leadership journey. We analysed            
the different aspects of leadership with the frameworks of Gandhi 1.0, Gandhi 2.0 and              
Gandhi 3.0, the latest being a shift in the leadership paradigm as it focuses on               
‘laddership’ rather one leader-centric systems. 

There was a space in the evening for participants to offer workshops that ranged from               
initiatives or experiments that have worked in responding to the various challenges we             
see around. The workshops that were offered were: 

1. UN Security Council Resolutions 

2.  Peace Building Tools 

3.  Social Entrepreneurship  
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Building Local Connections 
 

The evening saw a Dinner Party where we invited change-makers from the social space              
to interact with our delegates and share their journeys. Eminent guests that were             
present were Venkat Krishnan, Founder, Give India; Irfan Engineer, Director of the            
Center For Study of Society and Secularism; John D’souza, co-Founder, Centre for            
Education and Documentation; Ruben Mascarenhas, National Jt. Secretary AAP;         
Andaleb Qureshi, Founder, The Human Library, Mumbai and many others. 
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The delegates spent time bonding with their respective Families while doing local            
sight-seeing in the city. They got the flavor of the local life and helped them connect with                 
the city at a deeper level. They got exposed to the various cultures that make up the city                  
by visiting the temples, the beaches, eating the peculiar Mumbai cuisine at different             
food joints and not to forget, clicking selfies at the scenic Gateway of India. 

 

The 4th day closed with the Cultural Night where delegates dressed in their traditional              
attire, shared their local food at stalls and performed their local dance and songs.  
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SAYC 2018 Experiences 
 
“What made SAYC 2018 special for me was its focus on building people-to-people             
solidarities rather than being overly caught up in geopolitical equations between nation            
states. It also provided multiple opportunities for me to reflect on my own practice as a                
peace educator, the skills that I need to hone, and the path that I need to make as I                   
walk on.” 

-Chintan Modi, Delegate SAYC 2018 and SAYC Alumni, India 
 

 “Other countries are our enemies- that was my earlier belief. After attending SAYC, I 
saw that people are good at heart and can become friends. It is the media that has been 
showing negative images. If the positive narratives are shown, the South Asian region 
will become friends. 

-Asmita Dhakal,  Delegate, SAYC 2018, Nepal 

 
“The primary language of the conference was English and I was reserved, quiet and 
apprehensive that I will be left out from the processes. Yet I didn’t feel excluded. The 
SAYC family looked out for me and translated everything that was possible and 
included me in the process. By day 5, I was opened up and was able to communicate 
with everybody irrespective of the language barrier. As learnings, I am taking away a lot 
from the conference; the sessions on emotional intelligence, building 5th spaces and 
fellow delegate Chintan’s workshop have given me insights and tools that I can use for 
my work back in my village.”  (as translated from Hindi). 

-Manisha Gangode, Delegate, SAYC 2018, India 
 
 
“SAYC 2018 was significantly different because it was almost entirely youth-led, had a             
very intimate feel about it and had participants really stepping in to co-hold the space. It                
was done in the BRM spirit with the BRM flavor and therefore it had its own set of                  
circles and acts of kindness and so on. The highlight of SAYC 2018 was that it created                 
a really intimate space, I remember these small events where somebody said this is not               
a conference where you wear heels and then somebody else said this is a conference               
for healing, not heels; which was significant. There were a lot of spontaneous             
emergences like Bhanwari Devi coming in, without any plan - the space allowed for              
things to just happen. Families are always a very strongly connected part of SAYC so               
the family bonding was quite precious as well. Overall, I think SAYC 2018 did its job and                 
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now, it has brought SAYC to a place where the question is where will it head next. And I                   
think it has created a connection, a certain belonging, and a certain renewed energy in               
the South Asian Youth movement.”  

-Abhishek Thakore, Co-founder, Blue Ribbon Movement 

 
What does a synthesis of love and co-ownership look like in actuality? 
The answer that is most alive in the moment for me is the South Asian Youth 
Conference (SAYC) 2018. 
A journey that I undertook  back in the month of September only kept getting better with 
time.  But like any other, this one had its own set of highs and lows. From trying 
endlessly to making people believe in the possibility of a peaceful South Asia to 
struggling with getting friends cross-border to be a part of the conference. Being through 
it all, has only reinforced the similarities and the bond which all of us share as a region. 
Without any exaggeration, I must agree that I was extremely overwhelmed by the 
warmth and openness that each delegate radiated.  It was really heartwarming to see 
each one of them embracing the space as their own and making it safe for free flowing 
expression of ideas and beliefs. 
SAYC 2018 will always be memorable for a numerous reasons. But most importantly, it 
will continue to remind me that until souls like these exist, the idea of a peaceful South 
Asia is not very far to achieve. 

-Anis Syed, Co-organiser, SAYC 2018 
 
 
I had the great opportunity to co-organise SAYC 2018. The experience of being part of 
SAYC 2018 was an enriching experience. I still remember the mixed feeling of 
nervousness and excitement I felt during the first meeting of SAYC. 
I learnt a lot during the 3 months of organizing the conference. Right from deciding the 
venue, interacting with participants to making sure all the stationary and other 
paraphernalia are in place for the conference. 
During the conference I got to meet a lot of amazing people from different South Asian 
countries and listen to their stories. The bond and the feeling of love that was created 
within delegates was the highlight of the conference. 
In the end, it was a lot of hard work and team effort that made the conference so 
successful and fruitful. 

-Akash Upase, Co-organiser, SAYC 2018  
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About The Blue Ribbon Movement  

 
The Blue Ribbon Movement is an ecosystem of social initiatives to build leadership             
for a better world. We work in the areas of solving civic issues, building gender equity                
and peace building in South Asia. 

BRM’s expertise lies in designing and delivering leadership programs for young           
people across borders and on different scales, thus being committed to leadership            
development. We have been able to develop a rich repository of leadership            
knowledge based on the number of programs we have run, and the years of              
experience we have. 

We believe that yesterday’s frameworks cannot solve tomorrow’s problems. We aim           
at building leadership among the youth so that they are better prepared to face              
challenges along the path they choose. Through our programs, we have created a             
leadership driven ecosystem of social change. 

With the motto of ‘Together We are Stronger’, BRM strives to develop leaders who              
collectively lead a transition into the new world. 

The 3 major focus areas of Blue Ribbon have grown in 3 verticals as SAYC Series,                
Connecting Communities and The Gender Lab. 

Connecting Communities is building a movement that’s led by youth. The Alumni of its              
primary program The Community Connect Fellowship have emerged into a collective of            
youth. They are re-thinking current challenges and ways to create change by            
participating, co-creating and co-holding newer initiatives for social change. More about           
the initiatives: 
 

● The Community Connect Fellowship: is a leadership development program         
building active citizenship in young individuals by solving local civic issues. 

 
● Media Lab Fellowship: intends to co-create an alternate conscious media that           

speaks the concerns and aspirations of our community. 
 

● Social Artivism: is co- designed, co-learning course for Rethinking learning for a            
better world. We believe that individuals can design their own learning journeys,            
and not necessarily have to rely only on existing institutions to gain knowledge or              
limit it to gain degree for career. 

 
● Fools’ Forum: is a series of collective events for Mumbai’s Alternative           

Community. It brights together Multiple organizations, communities and        
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individuals that are working to make this city better in their own ways. 
 

The Gender Lab focuses on addressing gender issues through innovative          
interventions. Some of them are: 
  

● The Gender Lab Fellowship: empowers 20-25 year old young women by           
equipping them with leadership, entrepreneurship and employability skills. We         
do this by engaging them in a service learning journey of mentoring young girls              
from schools (part of our Avanti Young Women Leadership Program) 

  
● The Gender Lab Boys Program: enables adolescent boys to redefine          

masculinity, develop empathy and become change makers in their community          
by taking action against gender based violence 

  
● Avanti Young Women Leadership Program: builds leadership skills among         

adolescent girls from schools by engaging them in community service. In the            
past 7 years we have reached out to over 15000 girls. 

 

The Founding Team 

Abhishek Thakore – Co-founder, The Blue Ribbon Movement 

Abhishek brings in over 15 years of experience in facilitation, design and            
transformational exercises across various sectors and geographies around the world. In           
India, he has worked in sectors like cement, auto ancillary, textile, retail and telecom as               
well as in multi-business conglomerates. In addition to working with Hay Group,            
Abhishek’s corporate experience includes a short stint with Boston Consulting Group           
(BCG) and Deutsche Bank (Singapore). He has also done freelance work for a range of               
Indian companies. 

He currently channels a large portion of his time catalyzing social change through The              
Blue Ribbon Movement which he co-founded in 2011 (www.brmworld.org). His areas of            
expertise include facilitating group processes, creating organization-wide       
transformations and creating change in complex systems. His eclectic style draws freely            
from a range of disciplines including arts, theatre, philosophy, spirituality, and body            
wisdom. 

Abhishek is a Commerce Graduate with a Masters in Business Administration from the             
Indian Institute of Management, where he was awarded the gold medal for the Best              
All-Round performance. He is trained in a range of methodologies including           
Appreciative Inquiry, NLP, Integral Theory, process work, Ontological approaches to          
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leadership and theatre-based learning. 

He is also a Process-based facilitator and the author of 3 books on personal growth. He                
has a keen interest in Indian / Oriental approaches to management and transformation. 

Akshat Singhal – Co-founder, The Blue Ribbon Movement. 
 
Akshat has worked with Third Sector Partners to launch Barefootjobs.org – a job portal              
for non-profit space. Prior to this, he has worked with Crossword Bookstores and has              
been consulting with Cinnamonteal Publishing.  
 
An MBA from Sri Sri Institute of Management Studies, Goa, he was also involved in               
capacity building activities with different NGOs.  
 
He is a Global Shaper from Mumbai Hub of Global Shaper’s Community of World. He               
has likewise participated in IYSSEC 2011 in China and in an Annual World Economic              
Forum organized in 2014.  
 
At BRM, he is responsible for operations, product development, project implementation,           
and partnerships strategy. 

Vaibhav Mathur – Development Sector Consultant 
 
Vaibhav has been part of the SAYC journey since the thought germinated in 2010. One               
of the Co-founders of SAYC, Vaibhav has been integral to the SAYC for over 8 years                
now. 
 
Vaibhav is a Development Sector professional and is now part of a boutique consulting              
firm focused on the Development Sector. Earlier Vaibhav was working as a Manager at              
Deloitte Consulting where he consulted the government, multilateral/ bilateral agencies,          
foundations, and private sector organizations on the issues of social and economic            
development. 
 
As a development sector practitioner Vaibhav led a large scale state-wide programs and             
also taught in an affordable private school as a Teach for India fellow in the first cohort.                 
Prior to joining the Development Sector Vaibhav was into Supply Chain Management            
and worked in India, Hong Kong, and China. 
 
A graduate from IIM Calcutta, Vaibhav has over 10 years of consulting and strategic              
management experience. 
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The Organisers 
 
Kejal Savla – Convener, Connecting Communities and SAYC 2018 
 
A Bachelor of Arts graduate in Psychology and Philosophy from Jai Hind College,             
Mumbai. Kejal decided to try what she loved doing- volunteer at different places to              
explore the space of inner and outer change together. She believes in “paying it              
forward” where her journey with NSS as a volunteer acted as a still-present catalyst to               
contribute to social change. 
 
Kejal joined the Blue Ribbon Movement as a Fellow of the Community Connect             
Fellowship, which she then started leading. By structuring the learning journeys through            
workshops and sessions like listening, responsibility, team building, etc. She is           
equipped with four years of experience in direct and process-based facilitation, and            
managing diversity through the seven batches of CCF and other programs at BRM. 
 
Over the years, she is transitioning as a ladder to co-create space for building youth-led               
communities of alternative learning, expression, action, and dialogue through different          
initiatives. Implementing the “Connecting Communities” vertical, Kejal anchors the         
process of weaving smaller initiatives that come along the way, into the larger tapestry              
of collective action and community change. 
 
To build deeper perspective, Kejal has explored diverse parts of the social space by              
participating in the Youth Vikalp Sangam, Learning Societies UnConference, SDG’s          
Train the Trainer, Study Circles and other events.  
 
Internationally, she was selected as the youth representative of India at the World             
Forum for Democracy 2015, France and co-organized the South Asian Youth           
Conference 2017, Kabul. She was also selected for a 12 day course by Friedrich              
Naumann Foundation in Germany on ‘ Education in Crises’. 
 
 
Anis Syed – Co-organizer, SAYC 2018 
 
Anis has completed her Master’s degree in Clinical Psychology. Due to her active             
involvement in classroom discussions and consistent academic performance, she was          
the recipient of a full scholarship to study at the King’s College London summer school               
in the year 2015. 
 
With a vision to serve at a very early age, Anis has been involved in a number of social                   
initiatives right from her school days. Her diverse volunteering experiences include           
working hands-on at improving the life quality of a Parkinson’s patient to creating             
awareness about the importance of voting in elections. She has headed committees like             
the National Service Scheme (N.S.S.) and Sexual Harassment Prohibition Committee          
while pursuing her graduation from Jai Hind College. She was also selected as a              
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delegate for the Youth Waging Peace workshop on Prevention of Violent Extremism            
organized by UNESCO MGIEP. 
 
Her journey with the Blue Ribbon Movement started in the year 2013 as a fellow of the                 
Community Connect Fellowship. After which she stayed back to serve in the capacity of              
a Zonal coordinator for the succeeding fellowship. Since then, she has been a part of               
the active alumni circle and is often involved in the decision making process on the               
movement front.  
 
 
Akash Upase – Co-organizer, SAYC 2018 
 
Akash is a Computer engineering graduate. He is currently working for a US-based tech              
startup as a Consultant. Akash discovered his interest in working for social causes while              
volunteering for an Arts festival in Goa. Post that he has been part of various social                
projects like Human Library Mumbai, Books on Wheels, Good Graffiti Fest, etc. 
 
His journey with Blue Ribbon Movement started as a Fellow of the Community Connect              
Fellowship. Post the fellowship he has been facilitating sessions as well as co-leading             
the fellowship. 
He was selected for the Youth Waging Peace workshop on Prevention of Violent             
Extremism as well as Unbox: Breaking Stereotypes workshop by UNESCO MGIEP. He            
has also won various tech hackathons during his college days. 
 
Currently, he is trying to amalgamate his interests in technology and the social sector.              
He aspires to create a large-scale positive impact on society with the use of technology. 
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Our Supporters 
 
The UNESCO Mahatma Gandhi Institute of Education for Peace and Sustainable           
Development (MGIEP)  
 
It is UNESCO’s category 1 Research Institute that focuses on Sustainable Development            
Goal (SDG) 4.7 towards education for building peaceful and sustainable societies           
across the world. In line with its vision of ‘Transforming Education for Humanity’, the              
institute’s programmes are designed to mainstream Socio-Emotional Learning in         
education systems, innovate digital pedagogies and to put youth as global citizens at             
the centre of the 2030 agenda for Sustainable Development. 

 

The YESPeace Network (Youth for Education, Sustainability and Peace)  
 
It is a platform for all the youth stakeholders to generate youth capacities for a greater                
impact to influence policy through capacity building, dialogue and research. Since its            
inception in 2014, the YESPeace Network has grown to 17+ youth organizations from             
over ten countries including Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Kenya, Malaysia, Pakistan, Sri           
Lanka, South Africa, Tanzania and New Zealand.  
The network invites youth practitioners, youth groups, ministries of youth, policymakers,           
researchers and global youth to work together build peace and foster sustainable            
development. The main activities of the YESPeace network include:  
a. Capacity building of youth organizations through trainings on thematic areas such as             
youth leadership, peace building, prevention of violent extremism, conflict resolution,          
youth civic engagement, intercultural dialogue, youth led research.  
b. Embedding youth perspectives in policymaking processes through a dialogue series           
called Talking Across Generations on Education (TAGe)  
c. Supporting networking among youth driven organizations and enabling their access           
to policy making.  
d. Highlighting youth innovation in the field of education to relevant stakeholders. e.             
Implementing the international campaign on Kindness for the Sustainable Development          
Goals.  
 

Kindness for the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)  
 
The purpose of this Campaign is to mobilise the world's youth to achieve the 17 SDGs                
through transformative acts of Kindness. The overall goals of the campaign are to:  
a. Create a positive culture of kindness where a person's selfless act matters and to               
show how it can make a difference to the SDGs  
b. Provide a comprehensive, independent, fun and engaging pathway for youth to            
demonstrate how an act of kindness is a non-trivial task and that being kind is "cool". 
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Yes Peace Partners 

 

The YESPeace partners Commutiny Youth Collective, Pravah and Rajiv Gandhi          
National Institute of Youth Development (RGNIYD), Standing Together to Enable Peace           
Trust (STEP) and Jaago Foundation supported us by nominating participants and also            
sharing their expertise by sending speakers and experts to hold workshops. 

Commutiny Youth Collective supported us by sending in Meenakshi Bhanj Deo to            
hold a workshop. They also nominated a delegate, Nora Samad. 

Pravah too nominated a delegate, Shaima Ahmed. 

RGNIYD saw two members being sent it as delegates, Muzaffar Ahmed and            
Elaiyakumar Raman. 

We had Shreya Jani from STEP Trust who conducted a workshop for our delegates. 

Swarupa Haque was nominated by her organisation, Jaago Foundation. 

We are grateful for our partner organisations for contributing and adding to the diversity              
and richness as well as a great learning experience created by the experts. 
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Acts of Kindness 

The acts of kindness which is a part of the YESPeace Kindness Campaign was a 
crucial element to the conference. It was a criteria of the applicant selection process. 

The delegates pushed themselves out of their comfort zones right from the time they 
applied through the five days of the conference. With their enthusiasm and grit, the 
participants performed roughly 100 acts of kindness. 

It was a learning curve for them as they stepped out into the city connected with the 
locals as part of the exercise.  

  

Nabila Wafeq, our delegate from Afghanistan  walked up to a streetside vendor selling 
handmade bracelets from beads. She spoke to her and offered to assist her in making 
some of the bands herself. Nabila, guided by her, learnt how to make them and also 
along with her Family members reached out to people to buy the bands. Nabila made 
bands for her Family members and they bought them too.  

“Connecting with people can make magic in terms of change in the South Asia and 
future peace in long run,” believes Nabila after her experience of kindness. 

Hisan Waheed,our delegate from Afghanistan walked silently along the Bandstand 
promenade. She stopped in her tracks after she spotted a heap of corn waste littered 
around a vendor selling roasted corn. There was no dustbin in sight. She looked 
around, found a discarded cardboard box that could be used as a dustbin and in an 
unannounced manner, started collecting the waste in the box.  

There were many such heartwarming stories of kindness that our delegates performed.  
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Way Forward for SAYC 
 
The last day the delegates reflected on the overall conference journey and shared their              
insights, learnings, takeaways and stories from the five days. 

As we envision an ongoing engagement and deeper ties within the SAYC alumni family,              
we took a considerable amount of time discussing the way forward for SAYC. Delegates              
shared ways in which they would incorporate what they learnt at the conference in their               
local actions and how they would stay connected with the larger dream of a more               
peaceful South Asia. 

Participants shared their learnings and reflected on the future of SAYC Series. The next 
SAYC may potentially be hosted by Bangladesh which will continue the journey of the 
South Asian youth Movement. 

Among various dreams of the delegates, there was visa free travel for youth and greater 
participation in governance. The SAYC series shall continue to deepen the will required 
to make these dreams a reality. 

 

We express our heartfelt gratitude to our supporters; the founding members for their             
guidance and mentorship; the organising team for binding the conference together; the            
volunteers who helped in different capacities; the venue, The Retreat House that            
provided a calm and conducive environment for silence and reflection; and all the other              
invisible hands that contributed to the happening of the South Asian Youth Conference,             
2018. 
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Appendix 

 
Delegate List 

1. Deeda Shakeb Azami – Afghanistan 

2. Nabila Wafeq – Afghanistan 

3. Sumaia Akbari – Afghanistan 

4. Nawsheen Promy – Bangladesh 

5. Swarupa Haque – Bangladesh 

6. Chintan Girish Modi – India 

7. Elaiyakumar Raman – India 

8. Ganesh Khanpat – India 

9. Jatin Kataria – India 

10.Krishna Kumar Pathak – India 

11.Manisha Gangode – India 

12.Muzaffar Ahmed – India 

13.Nandita Palrecha – India 

14.Nora Samad – India 

15.Rahul Thekdi – India 

16.Shaima Ahmed – India 

17.Sunita Gangode - India 

18.Tejinder Singh Sidhu – India 

19.Vishnu Prasad Jaiswal – India 

20.Hisan Waheed – Maldives 

21.Asmita Dhakal – Nepal 

22.Bijay Jha – Nepal 

23.Sandeep Basukala – Nepal 

24.Amanulla Rifka – Sri Lanka 

25.Lafeer Fathima Shaheera - Sri Lanka 
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